An efficient super modular process to simulate aeroelasticity of aerospace vehicles using high fidelity flow equations such as the Euler/Navier-Stokes equations is presented. The process is suitable for both tightly coupled and uncoupled analysis. The process is designed to execute on massively parallel processors (MPP) and work-station clusters based on a multiple-instruction, multiple-data (MIMD) architecture. The fluids discipline is parallelized using a zonal approach whereas the structures discipline is parallelized using the sub-structures concept. Provision is also made to include controls domain. Computations of each discipline are spread across processors using IEEE standard message passing interface (MPI) for inter processor communications. Disciplines can run in parallel using a macro utility MPIRUN developed based on MPI. In addition to discipline parallelization and coarse-grain parallelization of the disciplines, embarrassingly parallel capability to run multiple parameter cases is implemented using a script system. The combined effect of three levels of parallelization is an almost linear scalability for multiple concurrent analyses that perform efficiently on MPP.
Introduction
Modern design requirements for aerospace vehicles push current technologies used in the design process to their limits or sometimes require more advanced technologies to meet the requirements. One of the many essential things needed to improve the performance is accurate prediction of aeroelastic characteristics using high fidelity methods. Though significant progress has taken place in high fidelity single discipline codes such as NASTRAN (ref. 1) for structures and OVERFLOW (ref. 2) for fluids, the effort to combine these single discipline codes into a multidiscipline code or a process is still in progress.
Several attempts are made to expand single discipline codes to multidiscipline codes for e.g. ENSAERO (ref. Major disadvantage of all these codes is that they are tightly dependent on pre-selected individual disciplines. Due to rapid progresses that may take place in individual disciplines, a freedom is needed to replace them with improved ones. This requires a different approach than traditional code development.
One of the major disadvantages of using codes with high fidelity methods is the need for excessive requirements of computer resources, both in memory and speed. The start of the High Performance Computing and Communication Project (HPCCP) of NASA (ref. 6) initiated new ways of solving individual disciplines with scalable performance on multiple processors. Use of the IEEE standard Message Passing Interface (MPI) (ref. 7) utility led to successful parallel solution procedure. In order to couple different discipline domains communication between domains is accomplished through an interface at the end of each time step. For aeroelastic computations that involves fluids and structural domains, the aerodynamic loads are converted into the structural loads through the fluid-structural interface. Furthermore, the structural deformation is passed to the fluid domain through the interface. Then, the surface grid is deformed according to the structural deformation. In addition, control surface deflection computed in controls domain is superimposed on the deformed surface grid.
The overall communication design is shown in Fig. 1 . In using the MPI library, a communicator is used to identify a group of processors so that a processor can communicate with others within the same group. Each group is represented by a box defined by dashed lines as shown in Fig. 1 . In this case, however, only one processor is assigned to each group for a single coupled analysis. All the allocated processors have a common communicator called mpi_comm_world as shown in Fig. 1 . The MPIRUN utility creates a distinct communicator, denoted as mpirun_com in Fig. 1 , for each group of computational nodes when it loads the executable program onto the processors. Using the mpirun_com communicator, any processor can communicate with others within a group. In order to communicate between different discipline modules or different groups, communicators for inter-discipline and inter-zone communications are also defined using the MPIRUN library. They are denoted by solid and dashed lines with arrows, respectively.
Furthermore, the MPI library has the functionality to create a new communicator for a subset of the allocated processors. Communicators for each discipline are defined so that collective operations can be accomplished within a discipline module. Once a communicator for each discipline is defined, it is quite convenient to do a collective operation within a discipline, such as computing lift and drag coefficients. The communication design shown in Fig. 1 only explains the coupling of three different computational modules, e.g. fluids, structures, and controls. However, if needed, additional modules can be easily added to the process.
The communication design for a single coupled analysis can be further extended to perform multiple analyses concurrently. Figure 2 shows the extension of the communication design for concurrent multiple analyses. As contrast to a single coupled analysis, several processors are assigned to each group. In this figure, each group has N processors, which is the number of different cases running concurrently. They are locally ranked from zero to N-1 within a group. In the first run, the initialization data within a group is distributed from the leading node of each group through a broadcast call using mpirun_com communicator. This makes it easy to distribute initial input data within a group. Once the initial data distribution is completed, each processor of a group will participate in a different analysis. For example, if N cases with different initial angles of attack are concurrently executed, each processor within a group has the same grid data of a zone but computes solutions ! for the different flow conditions, which in this case is a different angle of attack. Within the flow domain, after solving the flow equations at every time step, each zone needs to exchange zonal boundary data with adjacent zones to advance to the next step. For this purpose, data communication is limited only among computational nodes with the same local rank. In this communication strategy, each node can distinguish itself from other nodes assigned to different cases. Therefore, each node having different local rank can participate in different simulations. For multiple multidisciplinary simulations, the same communication strategy is applied for data exchange among the discipline domains. Further details of the HiMAP process are described in Ref. 11 Portability,Scalability and Performance Figure 3 shows the scalability and performance of HiMAP. To obtain a performance measurement parallel computations are made for a wing-body-empennage configuration. This configuration consists of a single block H-O grid with 180x173x40 points in the streamwise, spanwise, and body-normal directions, respectively. The grid is split into multiple, equally sized zones cut perpendicular to the streamwise direction, with each zone assigned to a separate processor. Timing functions are utilized to exclude initialization and I/O CPU usage, thus only the solver portion of the code is represented. Figure 3 (a) shows the scalability of the code for steady fluids computations. The solid line represents the ideal linear speedup. Two levels of parallelism are shown in this figure. The single parameter set shows continued splitting of the volume grid from 9 to 36 zones. The multiple parameter set represents executing multiple 9 zone cases concurrently with various angles of attack.
The CPU speed of HiMAP is shown in Fig. 3 (b) in MFLOPS/processor. This shows that the performance is decreased as the number of grid blocks is increased for a single analysis case. This is mainly due to increase in the ratio of communication and computation time per node. The code ran consistently near 26 MFLOPS/processor, which corresponds approximately 100 micro sec/grid pt/step for a single node case on SP2 that composed of RS6000/590 work stations (POWER-2 multi chip with 66.7 MHz clock rate). Another way to measure it is to say that if ENSAERO utilized the full 140 processors on the IBM SP2, one can expect over 3.6 GFLOPS performance.
For the same wing body configuration static aeroelastic computations were made using NASTRAN based sub-structure data. The summary of results from HIMAP are shown in Fig. 4 . The aircraft is modeled using 8 fluid zones and 3 substructures, as shown in figure 4 . Only the 4 fluid zones for the top half of the domain are shown; the bottom half is similarly modeled. Also, the structure is modeled in rectangular plates (QUAD4s), but plotted as triangular elements. For both single and multiple parameter cases, using this coarse grain parallelism, the code scales up nicely with the increase in the number of processors. The rate of Scalability of this type of coarse grain parallelism is encouraging. 
